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TEK LEADERS RANKS 58TH ON THE DALLAS 100TM LIST OF TOP ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPANIES  
 

SMU Cox Caruth Institute Annual Listing Honors Growth of Privately Held Entrepreneurial Businesses 
Throughout Dallas Area 

 

PLANO, Texas … November 13, 2018 … Tek Leaders, a fast-growing, global, innovative 

information technology services firm, announced today it ranked 58th on the Dallas 100™ list of the top 

100 Dallas entrepreneurial companies. 

The SMU Cox Dallas 100™, co-founded by the SMU Cox Caruth Institute, honors the ingenuity, 

commitment and perseverance of the fastest-growing privately held entrepreneurial businesses in the 

Dallas area. The Cox School’s Caruth Institute for Entrepreneurship ranks the top 100 Dallas 

entrepreneurial companies annually, based on percentage growth and absolute dollar growth over the 

previous three years. The Institute, working in tandem with CPAs and advisors at the accounting firm of 

BKD LLP, examined sales from hundreds of companies for 2015 to 2017, the last year for which complete 

data is available. The winners represented a broad spectrum of Dallas-area businesses.  

“We are honored to be ranked on the prestigious Dallas 100 list. Since Tek Leaders’ inception, 

the founding management team leveraged its expertise and built a consulting firm that employs some of 

the IT industry’s most experienced professionals. Our ability to stand out in the crowded IT marketplace 

and distinguish Tek Leaders is what contributed to our rapid growth and stellar performance. We are 

pleased that the efforts and hard work of our entire team of more than 250 employees have positively 

impacted the growth of our business. This ranking and recognition is a testament to their commitment 

and hard work, and a reflection of our solid business results,” stated Tek Leaders Chief Executive Officer 

Devender Reddy Aerrabolu. 

The ranking of the top 100 fastest-growing companies were revealed on Thursday, November 1st, 2018 at 

the 28th Annual SMU Cox Dallas 100™ Awards Ceremony and Banquet, held at the Omni Dallas Hotel in 

downtown Dallas.  
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About Tek Leaders 

Plano, Texas-based Tek Leaders is a fast-growing, global, innovative IT Services firm specializing in 

providing Data Analytics, Business Intelligence, Digital Transformation and Managed Services. Founded on 

the premise of providing an unprecedented level of service and quality, Tek Leaders creates custom 

solutions for its clients, designed around their specific needs. To learn more visit www.tekleaders.com, or 

connect with the company on LinkedIn. 
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